FITNESS REVIEW REPORTING FORM

Note: To be used ONLY by Conference Staff to report the outcome of a Fitness Review

Name of Authorized Minister under Fitness Review:

____________________________________________________

This minister: ☐ is ordained ☐ holds Lay Ministerial Standing
☐ has another type of standing (indicate) ____________________________

Date Fitness Review Initiated:

Name of Adjudicating Body:

Conference and Association:

Name of Individual Providing This Report:

Result Reached by Adjudicating Body:

☐ Affirmation of Standing (or Reaffirmation, if this is a change to a previous outcome)
☐ Admonishment
☐ Conditional Affirmation
☐ Censure
☐ Suspension
☐ Termination
☐ Resignation of Standing/Terminated Pending Fitness Review
☐ Referral to a Situational Support Consultation

Date Initial Result Reached:

Is the minister currently undergoing a program of growth? Please provide dates/duration.

Date Standing Reaffirmed/Reinstated:

Notes (please include information in this space if the adjudicating body is different than the place where the authorized minister holds standing or if the minister also holds ecclesiastical standing in another religious body):

Please submit this reporting form to Tara Barber and Elizabeth Dilley at 700 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland OH 44115 or via email to barbert@ucc.org and/or dilleye@ucc.org.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (Ministerial Excellence, Support, and Authorization)

Date received:

Date entered into UCC Data Hub:

Data entry by whom: